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About This Content

Men of War: Assault Squad 2 - Airborne is the second DLC for AS2. It comes with a set of new features and additional
singleplayer content. Fight as airborne commander behind enemy lines and support allied landing operations. The success of

these operations will depend solely on you!

Finally, you will be able to fight against bots in multiplayer matches through LAN or online with friends. New ranked statistics
for bot matches allow you to keep track of your progress. Level up faster with XP bonuses for friends and increase the

difficulty of your opponents for bigger challenges!

Key features:

Multiplayer bots for LAN, internet games and match-making in four difficulty modes

New personal statistics for bot matches

5 new singleplayer skirmishes in which you fight as a stealth and airborne commander

Free updates:

Steam lobby chat

In-game friends list and quick join functionality
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Async texture loader for enhanced stability of modded games

New session filters for faster server browsing

many more.
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A cute, short story of spending your time with a cute girl by the beach.

Who might be a demon or something, I'm still not quite sure.

I don't remember if this has a gender option or not for the protagonist, but even so it's pretty good for all types of people.. Well
worth it, cool ships and alot of customs + standards. After a grueling 60-70 minutes the game bugged out and crashed, before
that lagging out both myself and my friend in VR. The puzzles themselves were okay, though it felt a bit repetitive which I could
have forgave if it didn't crash so far in.. This is garbage, and a full time lie.............. dont put your money on this..... This game
reminds me a lot of the old Championship Manager series but with a large world-wide database of teams and players. The game
is reduced to the most important features. But I see this as an advantage because you can play seasons quickly.

It definitely requires some time to spend with the game to notice that the game has really depth.

I can recommend it to all players who had fun with the old Championship Manager series that don't want too much detail
complexity but have a faster season progress instead.. This game is a joke. I'll just list everything that is bad about it.
-Quite a bit of the artwork and animations are poor.
-The level design is basic.
-The enemies are either incredibly easy\/bugged or are only hard because they are annoying.
-The gold drop rate seems low so if you want to buy stuff you have to spend a bunch of time mindlessly farming the spawner
minions in the first level.
-There is no strategy, it is just hold down left click and occasionally move based on certain enemy attacks. Maybe this changes
later on in the game but I just couldn't sit through the tedious starting levels to find out.
-The music is actually enjoyable but the clips are pretty short and they just play at random intervals with nothing in between

There are many other better, and cheaper, rogue-likes out there.
Would not recommend.. I thought I would take a chance on this one and I feel like I scored a winner . Sci -Fi RPG , lots of
customizing your rig , meaningful leveling with many skills to chose , missions and open world , challenging ( I'm on normal and
having to reload sometimes ) with a good save system that actually gives you a snapshot of your save . I'm tired of the having to
start over permadeath type of games for now . This hits all the box's on my checklist for what I like in this style of game and I
still have a lot more to see and do as I 'm not that far along . I bought it after the 1.0.7 patch and haven't had any problems . Two
thumbs up !. this is really fun to use as small as this dlc is dances are awesome
. So rage nduicing, but so fun...
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!. bad game ...
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Having a lot of fun with this one so far.

Highly recommended to fans of bullet hells and roguelikes\/roguelites. If you enjoyed Binding of Isaac, Enter the Gundgeon,
Realm of the Mad God (I see you u henez), etc, and want to support a small independant dev on his journey, you should give
this a shot.

About the game:

It's a roguelite bullet hell game. Not dissimilar to Enter the Gundgeon, but with RPG elements.
The game has you working your way up the many floors of a tower, navigating your way up the semi-randomly generated
dungeon. Enemies spawn at an increasing rate as you make your way through the tower, and making contact with one of the
enemies will trigger a battle.

These battles will have you fighting against waves of enemies who fire at you wildly, with different shot pattens and ground
hazards. You'll find they feel a lot like entering a new room in Gundgeon. You aim with the mouse, fire with left click, move
with WASD and do a dash with right click. Unlike in Gundgeon, the roll does not give you any invulnerability - neithern does
taking damage. This can be very punishing, if you get hit by the ground hazards which knock you back slightly you can find
yourself taking massive damage almost instantly. Each few floors features a strong enemy encounter at the end, using the
enemies from the last couple floors.

As for other RPG elements, you collect EXP and money as you complete these battles. Leveling up improves your stats and you
can collect items to power you up throughout your run which you find in chests, or buy them with money at a shop.

You also progressively improve your chances at your later runs as you collect "relic items" as rare chest drops. They give you
some passive effect or stat boost for all of your future runs. Each life earns you EXP for your overall character level, and
leveling this up gives you a different persistent stat boost at each level. Every dozen or so floors you will encounter a major
boss. Defeating these bosses will act as checkpoints, allowing you the option to begin your run from the floor after them. You
will need the persistent stat boosts and passives you unlock along the way if you want to take advantage of these checkpoints
(you will), as you will be behind in items and levels compared starting at an earlier floor.

(Henez this last part is especially for you)
All that said, it isn't perfect. I am mostly a fan of the graphics and sprite design here, but there are some issues. The levels and
bullets and player sprites are good, but the rest is inconsistent. Now I understand that the focus here is the gameplay and not
visual design. I understand that isn't the dev's profession or strong point. Still, some of the enemies are really lazily designed.
Like downright ugly. Like you just drew a random shape and added the color scheme of the other enemies. It's especially
noticable because some of the enemies look so polished and then you will just get this blob with a fang and no shading and it
looks really out of place.
My only MAJOR complaint is again on the visual side - its about your character. The player sprite is just too hard to see. Even
with the flashing backgrounds in battle the player is way too low contrast. In harder stages I am forced to totally focus on the
player to dodge bullets, meaning I can't look at where I am aiming. I have to stare right at the character as I try to aim these
often spraying weapons, which causes me to lose track of my cursor, and makes it impossible to aim.
This would be fixed by two things, firstly make the player sprite higher contrast against the background or otherwise easier to
see, especially without focusing on it. Second, give us a custom cursor. Something like the old ROTMG cursor. You know what
I mean.. I got this on sale. Glad I didn't pay full price. Game starts off really nice with a nice story book intro. Then you're stuck
with a stationary wave shooter.

That wouldn't be so bad if it were semi-interesting, but the enemy types are pretty uninspired. They just walk slowly towards
you. The aiming seems odd too with a targeting reticle always in the distance. Throwing a grendate is also very weird.

Just a very bland game overall. There's so many wave shooters and this one is just average to below average honestly.

I played this with Oculus Rift and Touch contollers do work.

Rating 4\/10 bleh. this game sucks. buggy controls
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buggy game that hangs when trying to exit
it really isnt any fun...

you have to constantly bend over and squat to pick up chickens and throw them around
the controls are glitchy and weird and often unresponsive
no updates since.. forever basically, and looks like the dev abandoned the game
. Simple little indie platformer with great art and atmosphere.. Awesome, unique, fun, and way too hard.

Prepare to be frustrated.

- Controls - Great
- Game Play - Great
- Music - Phenomenal

- Difficulty - Way to hard. >Bought the Nekopara series for the cute characters and the nice story.
>Play through all games I bought (0-3)
>Deeply satisfied with whole series
>Guess that's over
>Friend gifts me 18+ Patch
>AhShitHereWeGoAgain.jpg

10\/10 Would go again. A cute and fun little match 3 game that I enjoyed a lot in the beginning, but unfortunately it's brought
down by its free-to-play-style mechanics. You need hundreds of gems to unlock new characters, but you can only earn an
average of about two per level. That would be all right if this were actually a microtransaction-based FTP game and you could
buy gems if you wanted or just play with the cheaper to unlock characters if you didn't, but in a paid game with no way to speed
up the gem earning process, it's just aggravating.

There's also a really sharp difficulty curve just before Level 60 which is probably lessened if you've unlocked some different
character abilities to strategize with, but I don't really feel like investing that kind of time.

The last straw for me was the game's tendency to freeze as soon as I finally got three stars on a level I'd been stuck on for a
while, then not save that three star ranking after I force quit and restart, as if it was purposely mocking me.
F\u2665\u2665\u2665 you too, Crazy Veggies.. i have mixed emotions about this game i like it yes, but i have asked for help and
no one is helping me and that makes it twice i asked so
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